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Disclaimer

Neither futures trading nor swaps trading are suitable for all investors, and each involves the risk of loss. Swaps trading should
only be undertaken by investors who are Eligible Contract Participants (ECPs) within the meaning of Section 1a(18) of the
Commodity Exchange Act. Futures and swaps each are leveraged investments and, because only a percentage of a contract’s
value is required to trade, it is possible to lose more than the amount of money deposited for either a futures or swaps
position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyles and only a
portion of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because traders cannot expect to profit on every trade. All
examples discussed are hypothetical situations, used for explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment
advice or the results of actual market experience.

CME Group, the Globe Logo and CME are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc. CBOT is a trademark of the Board of
Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. NYMEX is a trademark of New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. COMEX is a trademark of
Commodity Exchange, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

The information within this manual has been compiled by CME Group for general purposes only. CME Group assumes no
responsibility for any errors or omissions. Additionally, all examples in this manual are hypothetical situations, used for
explanation purposes only, and should not be considered investment advice or the results of actual market experience. All
matters pertaining to rules and specifications herein are made subject to and are superseded by official CME, CBOT and NYMEX
rules. Current rules should be consulted in all cases concerning contract specifications.

Copyright © 2020 CME Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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CME Direct Mobile

Getting Started
Use the CME Direct Mobile front-end application from any browser on a mobile device to monitor market data and cancel
orders that were previously entered into the market using CME Direct.

CME Group Login Registration
CME Group Login is a self-managed, centralized user profile service that authenticates access to CME Group applications and
services, including CME Anywhere.

Access the CME Group Login page to:

l Create a New User profile.

l Find CME Group Login support and troubleshooting Information.

Also, see the online CME Group Login Help.

Note: The Administrator will notify you when your permissions are established.

Contact Information
For questions regarding this and other CME applications, please refer to the Contact Information directory on CME Group's
Client Systems Wiki.

Login and Logout
After you receive permission to access CME Direct Mobile, log in to the system.

To log in:

1. Navigate to https://login.cmegroup.com/sso/ssologin.action.

2. Enter login credentials and select Login.

Note: For additional information about creating or managing a CMEGroup Login, or using multi- factor
authentication, please review the CME Group Login User Help System.

The Home Page displays. The Home page is customizable and opens to the same view as the user’s last session.

Example: Wide-Screen Monitor View
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To exit CME Direct Mobile:

1. Tap the Logout button.

2. Select Yes at prompt "Exit Application?"
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Navigating
After logging in, permissioned applications appear in the Menu Bar. Select an application, and add cards to the main window
(canvas).

Menu items include:

Icon Feature

Connection Status - Select to verify your connection

Chat - Select to launch a Chat pane. For information on CHAT, refer to the CHAT Help.

Logout - Select to close the application

Cards offer specific functions for each application. CME Direct Mobile provides OrderBook andMarket Data cards. Users may
open and work with multiple cards concurrently.

To Add a Card:

1. From the Menu, select an application.

2. Tap to display the available cards.

3. Select a card to display.
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The card is added to your window (canvas).

Managing Cards
Users may work with multiple cards concurrently in a single window. Basic controls allow users to maximize. restore, and close
a card.

Icon Card Controls

Maximize to the full width of window.

Restore to normal card size.

Close the card.
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Views on Various Devices
The main window (canvas) display varies depending on the device used (e.g., screen size) and the device settings applied (e.g.,
magnification). For example, content displays differently when viewed on a computer monitor, tablet, or Smart Phone.

Example: Wide-Screen Monitor
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Example: Tablet
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Example: Smart Phone

Due to the limited screen size of smaller devices (e.g., smart phones), users must select the Menu icon to switch to add a card.
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Order Book
Use the Order Book to view the status of orders, access order details, and Hold or Kill all the orders in your book.

Visible content differs depending on the orientation of your mobile device.

Portrait
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Landscape

Note: The Order Book only displays the orders you entered through the CMEDirect trading client.

To use the Order Book:

1. Add an Order Book card.

An Order Book opens and displays all of your orders by default.

2. Use the Filter by status list to display only Working, Filled, Cancelled, or Held orders.

Each order row displays the color associated with the order's status - Working (yellow), Filled (green), Cancelled (red),
or Held (gray).
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3. Use the Hold All Orders and Kill All Orders buttons to hold or cancel each of your working orders.

4. Tap an order row to display order details.

From the detailed view you can hold an order, cancel an order, or swipe left or right to move through the orders.

The image below illustrates the same orders in the CME Direct Mobile Order Book and CME Direct client Order Book.
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View Order Details
Select a single order in the Order Book to display details of that order, as well as the market depth for related orders.

To use the order details window:

1. Tap a row in the Order Book. The Order Book details display the following:

Contract details.

Select Hold Order or Kill Order to hold or cancel
this specific working order.

Price for this order.

Quantity for this order. Working quantity displays
below the filled, held, or cancelled quantity.

Order specifics that includes the order type, TIF,
and the Account ID that owns the order.

Order status.

2. Tap the Fills tab to display fill details for the order you selected. Details include fill quantity, price, and the time a fill
occurred.

3. Tap the Market Data tab to display market depth for related orders. Your order's open quantity displays, as well as sim-
ilar orders in the market for the same product.
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4. Tap the + button to open an additional card.

5. Tap the arrow in the Buy/Sell indicator to return to the Order Book.

Automated Orders
The Order Details view offers users additional information for automated orders.

Users entering an automated order will see the order status in the Order Book card display as Pending (purple).

Tap the order to display order details. On the Order Details view, expand Automation Details to display the status of the order
and details, such as the time the order was submitted.

The Automation Details update as the order status changes.
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Hold Orders
Use the Order Book detailed view to Hold a single working order, or use the primary Order Book to Hold All your working
orders.

To hold orders:

1. Open an Order Book card. All your orders display in a single Order Book, unless manually filtered by order status.

2. Tap the row of a working order in the Order Book to display order details.

A Hold Order button displays by default for any working orders.

3. Tap Hold Order. A confirmation message appears.

4. Tap Yes to hold the order.

In the Order Book details view, the order status changes to Held, and the Hold Order button becomes Activate Order.
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5. To hold all of your working orders simultaneously, from the Order Book, tap Hold All Orders. and select Yes on the con-
firmation message.

Activate Held Orders
Use the Order Book details view to activate Held orders.

To activate orders:

1. In the Order Book detail view, tap Activate Order.

2. Select Yes on the confirmation message.

The order status changes toWorking.

Cancel Orders
Use the Order Book detailed view to Cancel (Kill) a single working order, or use the primary Order Book to Cancel (Kill) All your
working orders.
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To cancel orders:

1. Open an Order Book card. All your orders display in a single Order Book, unless manually filtered by order status.

2. Tap the row of a working order in the Order Book to display order details.

A Kill Order button displays by default for any working orders.

3. Tap Kill Order. A confirmation message appears.

4. Tap Yes to cancel the order.

In the Order Book details view, the order status changes to Cancelled,

The order will be removed from the CME Direct Client.
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5. To cancel all of your working orders simultaneously, from the Order Book, tap Kill All Orders. and select Yes on the con-
firmation message.

Note: Cancelling orders requires that an Admin enable the "Cancel Orders Mobile" role.

Tick Orders
Use the Order Book details view to tick an order up or down.

To tick orders up or down:

1. Open an Order Book card.

2. Tap the row of a working order in the Order Book to display order details.

Tick arrows appear in the Price field.

3. To increase or decrease the order price by one tick, tap an up tick or down tick arrow. A confirmation message
appears.
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4. Select Yes to change the price.

The price will be updated in the Order Book and the CME Direct Client.

5. Optional: To disable the tick confirmation message, in the CME Direct client, go to User Preferences>Mobile, and
deselectWarn when modifying an order.
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Market Data
Use the Market Data window to view market data for a select product group. Users select a contract from the Futures Grid or
Strategies Grid, and can then view the market depth for the product group of the selected item.

Displayed content may differ depending on the orientation of your mobile device.

Portrait
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Landscape

To display market data:

1. Tap a contact within a product group on either the Futures Grid or Strategies Grid in the CME Direct client, point to
Group 'product name' (e.g. Group WTI Future), and select Show in Mobile.

2. Add aMarket Data card.

When Show in Mobile is enabled for more than one product group, each enabled group will display in the same
Market Data card.
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The Market Data card, which pulls data from the CME Direct client grid, displays the following market and product
information:

The Product Group.

The Product Code and
Expiration.

Daily Volume.

The Last Traded Price.

The change in trade price
from the previous trade. Colors
indicate the direction of the
market.

Best Bid and Offer prices.
Includes the working quantity at
that price level.
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Enter Orders
Use the Market Data window to open an order entry ticket and submit new orders or aggress an order.

To enter an order:

1. To open an order entry ticket, tap a contract description, and on the Submit a New Order message, tap Submit Bid or
Submit Offer.

Note: When no prices are available, users will be unable to initiate order entry.

2. Complete or edit the following fields as needed:

Field Description

Price Use the + and - buttons to set the price for the order. The price
increment button changes colors after incrementing a price .

Note:When prices are available, users cannot manually
enter a price, but must instead modify the displayed price
using the + and – increment buttons only.

Quantity Use the + and - buttons to set the quantity for the order

Iceberg Use to designate a reserved quantity that is revealed after the
disclosed quantity trades. When enabled, users must define the
disclosed quantity.

Order
Type

Use to select from Limit, Market with Protection, Market-Limit, Stop
with Protection, or Stop-Limit
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Field Description

TIF Use the Time in Force list to set the order as Good for day, Fill or Kill,
or Fill kill remainder

Account Use the list to select an Account for the order

3. Optional: To change the side of the order prior to submitting, tap Switch to Bid or Switch to Offer.

4. Tap Submit Offer or Submit Bid.

5. Confirm the order and proceed.
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A message displays and links to the order details.

6. Tap View order details to review the current order status and details.

Note: Users can edit order details directly in the order entry ticket prior to submitting.

Aggress an Order
From the Market Data card, users can aggress an order by tapping a cell with a displayed price and quantity.

To aggress an order:

1. Tap a Bid or Offer price to open a populated order entry ticket.
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2. Complete the order entry ticket fields as needed.

3. Optional: To change the side of the order prior to submitting, tap Switch to Bid or Switch to Offer.

Note: Tap the button at any time to close the order enter ticket.

4. Tap Submit Offer or Submit Bid.

A message displays and links to the order details.

Contract rows display an indicator when users have entered an order for that contract.
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Order Handling
When submitting orders from CME Direct Mobile, CME DirectUser Preferences settings allow users to select a default order
handling value and choose whether to display that value in the Market Data and Order Book cards.

The Market Data card permits users to select a new Order Source value, while the Order Book card displays the selected value
and cannot be edited.
Market Data Card Order Book Card
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Contract Search
From the Market Data card, users can search for Futures and Options contracts to which they are permissioned, and add them
to the Market Data card.

To search for a contract:

1. Tap Add a Contract for any displayed instrument.

A Contract Search card appears.

2. Enter a product code or name in the search field, and the list filters automatically.

3. Tap a product from the list, and a 'strategy chooser' appears.

4. Tap a strategy from the list (e.g. Period Spread), and a 'contract chooser' appears.
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5. Tap a contract in the list, and it is added to the Market Data card.

6. Optional: To remove a contract tap the button, and then tap the button for the contract row you wish to
remove.

A message indicates if the contract was removed.
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Manage Groups
A filtering feature allows users to filter the display of instrument groups within the Market Data card. By default, all groups
added using Show in Mobile, are added to the same Market Data card, and every new card added includes each group.
Group filtering allows users to display a single, yet different, instrument in multiple Market Data cards.

To filter by group:

1. Tap the Filter button and the Filter by Group field appears.

2. Tap the down arrow to display a list of available groups, and select one or more.

The Market Data card filters accordingly and the instrument group name appears in the search filter field.
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When a user selects multiple groups for a single card, each of the group names appear in the search filter field.

3. Optional: Tap to remove a group from the Market Data card display.
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Options Grid
The Options Grid displays Options market data based on the ATM (or Mid Strike price) for the underlying future and expiration
you select. Once populated, the grid allows users to view market activity and summary market data, as well as aggress and
submit orders displayed in the grid.

Populating the Options Grid

The initial Filters window that appears when adding an Options Grid card allows users to select an underlying future, expiration
date range, and Option Category.

Note: Available expirations range from 3 months to 20 years, and Option Categories include Daily, Weekly,
Monthly, MidCurve, Short- Term, etc.

The secondary Filters window allows users to select an Option from the list and define the Mid Strike that will populate the
Option Grid's market data display.
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Options Market Data Grid

The Options Gridmarket data displays details pertaining to the underlying future prices, and real-time Options market depth
centered around the ATM price or a specified Mid Strike price.

The top pane serves as a point of reference while navigating the market data grid, and identifies the selected Option, while
providing details of the underlying Future, including product name, expiration, Bid and Offer values, quantity values, last traded
price, and change value and direction.

Note: Apositive change value highlights in green and a negative in red.

The lower pane displays live Options market depth for the underlying future prices. By default, 11 strike prices display and
center at the ATM price. The market data grid also allows users to center the display around the Mid Strike of their choosing.

Strike Price Data

Select a Strike Price from the Strike column in the market data grid to display supplemental strike data, including Bid/Offer
Options market depth, Volume, Last, Change, and tick direction.
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Update Mid Strike Price

By default, the ATM price serves as the Mid Strike price from which the market data grid is centered. In the Option description
pane, select ATM to center prices around a specific strike price.

Enter an Options Order

The Options Grid allows users to aggress and enter Options orders from the market data grid and take a position in an Option.

l To launch an order entry window and aggress an Options order, select a price directly from the market data grid.
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To aggress an order, on the order entry window, select an account and submit the Bid/Offer. The aggressor's order
entry window allows users to edit the Price, Quantity, and TIF fields prior to submitting the Bid/Offer.

l To launch an order entry window and enter a new order, open a Strike Price Data window by selecting a price from
the Strike column in the market data grid. From the Strike Price Data window, select Submit Bid or Submit Offer.
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To submit an order, on the order entry window, select an account and submit the Bid/Offer. The window allows users
to edit the Price, Quantity, Display Quantity Order, Order Type, and TIF fields as needed.

The Display Quantity Order feature allows users to designate a reserved quantity order that releases new live volume
at the limit price after the initial volume is traded out.
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An order confirmation appears before an order is submitted.

Displaying Greeks

Enabled by a CME Direct Admin, Options Greeks display in an Options Grid card for each applicable strike level.

The following Greeks data appears for Calls and Puts at each level of the strike ladder: Delta, Theta, Gamma, Vega, Rho.

To display Greeks in an Options Grid card, Select the Display Greeks on Options Grid slider in the Greeks settings and choose a
Greeks "source".

Vertical Greeks Display

In a vertical display Greeks appear on both the Calls and Puts side in each strike grid row.
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Horizontal Greeks Display

In a horizontal display Greeks appear in separate Calls and Puts Greeks columns for each strike grid row.
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RFQ Feed
Use the RFQ Feed card to view real time RFQs. RFQs display for the current day and session only and are listed beginning with
the most recent.

The Summary view displays general information such as Product Code, Instrument Type, and Strategy Side.

A Detailed View offers additional RFQ information such as RFQ submission Time, Term, and Strike Price.

To display Detailed RFQ information, select the blue arrow in an RFQ row.

Filtering

Use the Filter by Group feature to display RFQs for a specific Product Group (e.g. Interest Rates).

Note: The Filter by Group feature allows users to select, and filter by, multiple Product Groups.
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Note: CME Direct Mobile maintains Product Group selections after users log out.

Implied Volatility

When available, the RFQ Feed detailed view displays Implied Volatility for RFQs on simple and covered Options.
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QuikStrike
The CME Direct Mobile QuikStrike card offers analysis and pricing tools for a variety of asset classes and products. Use the
Product selector to define the asset class, product family, and product that populates the QuikStrike grid.

QuikStrike offers a variety of tools for charting Futures, Options, Volatility, Open Interest, and Strikes.

Most Active Strikes

The Most Active Strikes report allows users to view summary and ranked Open Interest (OI). OI Change, and Volatility activity
that details the most active strikes by Calls, Puts, and combined Calls and Puts.

Filter the display using the Rank By choices (Change in OI, OI, and Volume), which filter in rank order from highest and lowest.
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Vol Term Structure

The Volatility Term Structure tool displays At the Money (ATM) volatility for each selected expiration, and plots both the
Current and Settlement Volatilities. For products with selectable expiration level data, use the Expirationsmenu above the
graph to define the data points..

Click on any of the charts data points to view more detailed information.
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Futures Price Chart

The Futures Price Chart tool charts the high, low, current, and settlement prices for the product and date range selected.
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Open Interest Detail

The Open Interest Detail tool displays the current Open Interest (OI), as well as the changes in volume and OI, while providing
a concise view of how Call/Put OI is distributed by Strike and Expiry. The Open Interest Detail chart allows users to analyze OI
and OI change patterns for each expiration within the selected product.

Note: The Expiration menu appears only if the current product has selectable expiration level data. For
example, Expirations do not appear for 1M- SOFR.

QuikOptions - Vol2Vol

The QuikOptions Vol2Vol report displays various volume and open interest values (by strike) plotted on top of the current
distribution for the most recent settlement volatility and days to expiration.

Users select a data element to display as the primary plot value from the Volume list, and the primary window displays a Vol to
Vol expected range chart.

The image below illustrates one of the many data elements offered (Volume). Different elements will yield unique data.
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